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a b s t r a c t 

When dealing with numerical simulations of boiling phenomena, the spontaneous appearance of vapor 

bubbles is one of the most critical feature to be addressed. Capturing bubble formation during the dy- 

namics, instead of patching vapor regions as initial conditions, is crucial for the correct evaluation of 

nucleation rates and nucleation site density, two of the most important parameters characterizing boil- 

ing. In this work the Diffuse Interface modeling for vapor–liquid systems is coupled with Fluctuating 

Hydrodynamics Theory to properly address this aspect and to analyze the detailed nucleation mecha- 

nism during boiling inception on a hot surface. The simulations revealed a new enhancing mechanism 

of bubble formation that is able to explain the low onset temperature measured in boiling experiments 

on ultra-smooth, wettable surfaces: the interaction and coalescence between sub-critical vapor embryos 

plays a fundamental role in lowering the onset temperature, increasing the lifetime of the embryos and 

their probability to trigger the phase change. 

© 2020 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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. Introduction 

Being one of the most efficient modes of heat transfer, boiling

s used in several applications such as electronics cooling, chem-

cal processes, fuel cells, etc. Phase changing systems, which ex-

loit the large latent heat associated with phase change, are rep-

esenting an innovative route to enhance heat transfer or storage

f thermal energy. Micro-channel flow boiling constitute a suitable

xample of such technologies, exploiting evaporation to increase

he heat transfer ( Kandlikar, 2004 ). From a technological point of

iew, a suitable cooling system should work within the nucleate

oiling regime, at the highest possible value of the heat trans-

er coefficient (HTC) without crossing the critical heat flux (CHF)

ondition, after which a burn-out occurs with a sudden increase

f the surface temperature associated with a decrease of the HTC

 Dhir, 1998 ). The ideal solution is to anticipate the onset of nu-

leate boiling (ONB) as much as possible by reducing the onset

emperature (i.e. the temperature at which the bubbles start ap-

earing at the hot surface), and to delay the CHF condition by in-

reasing the maximum HTC. Its implementation, however, faces a

umber of challenges and requires solution to several fundamen-

al problems. In any practical application the boiling efficiency de-
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ends on parameters, such as the frequency of bubble nucleation,

heir size, and the release rate from the hot surface. One of the

ost stimulating and intriguing problems is the prediction of the

nset temperature. It is in fact well known that a liquid can be

ept at a temperature higher than the boiling point without form-

ng any vapor bubble, the so-called superheated condition (or, more

enerally, metastable state ) ( Carey, 2018 ). The level of heat flux, the

hermodynamic condition of the liquid (temperature and pressure),

he surface material and finish, and the presence of impurities dis-

olved into the liquid all have an effect on the conditions at which

oiling occur ( Incropera et al., 2007 ). 

Nowadays our understanding of the nucleation phenomena is

ainly built upon quasi-static descriptions like the one provided

y the Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT) ( Blander and Katz, 1975 ).

NT poses the basis for the theoretical modeling by means of sim-

le energy arguments and allows the estimation of energy barriers

nd nucleation rates in homogeneous conditions. Other more fun-

amental approaches like Density Functional Theory (DFT) ( Oxtoby

nd Evans, 1988; Shen and Debenedetti, 2001 ) and CNT extensions

 Lutsko and Durán-Olivencia, 2015; Lutsko, 2018 ) have been pro-

osed, addressing and correcting some CNT expectations. Alterna-

ively, brute force Molecular Dynamic (MD) simulations represents

 powerful, but computationally expensive, tool to address nucle-

tion processes ( Diemand et al., 2014; Novak et al., 2007 ). CNT can

lso be easily extended to heterogeneous cases, in the idealized

ondition of a perfectly smooth surface ( Ward et al., 1983 ), pro-

iding a simple theoretical framework to take into account wall

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2020.103356
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
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wettability. The heterogeneous nucleation is believed to be the

most effective mechanism for the inception of phase transforma-

tion, since solid walls and impurities enhance the formation of

a new thermodynamic phase, reducing the activation energy re-

quested for the phase change and, consequently, reducing the on-

set temperature. However CNT predicts substantially lower super-

heats, with respect to the homogeneous case, only close to poorly

wettable surfaces, characterized by high value of the contact an-

gle. For real systems and applications, however, the contact an-

gle is rarely greater than 110 o and, most often, significantly lower

than 90 o since organic liquids wet extremely well metallic surfaces.

In these conditions CNT predicts a superheat level which is only

slightly smaller than the corresponding homogeneous nucleation.

Wall temperatures on the order of 300 o C, for example, would be

necessary to observe water boiling at atmospheric pressure if the

theory were correct. On the contrary, superheats of no more than

15 − 20 o C are usually required in real conditions, mostly depending

on the surface roughness ( Bourdon et al., 2015 ). The main mech-

anism which is able to explain such low superheat levels is the

gas/vapor entrapment in the imperfections of the solid surface,

which is usually characterized by an heterogeneous distribution of

cavities with different size such as machine-formed pits, scratches

and irregularities. Gas or vapor remain trapped into these cavities

during the liquid filling of the system and, later, act as a catalyst

for bubble nucleation ( Carey, 2018 ). 

Despite the arguments provided by the cavity theory sound

logical and find confirmation in experiments ( Lorenz et al., 1974;

Cornwell, 1977; Wang and Dhir, 1993 ), recent studies ( Qi and

Klausner, 2006; Theofanous et al., 2002; Bourdon et al., 2015 )

show that the entrapment mechanism inside the cavities is not

the only responsible for the low superheat level measured in the

experiments. They found superheats as low as 10 o C even on ul-

tra smooth surfaces, with a mean roughness of few nanometers.

According to the cavity theory, nanometric cavities would require

superheats on the order of homogeneous nucleation, in contrast

with the recent accurate experimental results. Contradictions in

different experiments and theoretical mis-prediction show that a

complete understanding of the nucleation mechanism close to the

hot wall is still lacking and further research is required. The ex-

perimental protocols and the characterization methods of the sur-

faces before the boiling measurements play a critical and, some-

times, unexpected role on the obtained results. The experiments

by Theofanous et al. (2002) , performed on nano-film heaters allow

to remove the issue of microscopic roughness and the effects of

nonuniform heat fluxes. They characterized their surfaces through

AFM and SEM analysis, obtaining an rms roughness of 4nm, and

observed nucleation at 4 − 7 o C superheat. They observed that aged

and fresh surfaces behave differently, with a higher nucleation site

density measured on aged surfaces (up to one order of magni-

tude). Moreover, at very low superheat, they observed a nonuni-

form spatial distribution of the nucleation sites, maybe suggesting

a non uniformity of the chemical properties of the surface. No-

tably, Frenkel in his early works in the ‘40s already proposed the

idea that inhomogeneities can be responsible for heterogeneous

nucleation ( Frenkel, 1955 ), introducing the concept of Frenkel’s is-

land , poorly wettable microscopic patches due to impurities and/or

surfactants. Majumdar and coworkers proposed that nano-film in-

stability could anticipate heterogeneous nucleation ( Majumdar and

Mezic, 1999 ). They showed, in condensation experiments, that wa-

ter films with a thickness between 3 − 10 nm are unstable and that

the rupture of this layer produces water droplet. This mechanism

could be effective in condensation since most of the metallic sur-

faces used in applications are hydrophilic, hence water molecules

are absorbed close to the interface; the disjoining pressure in this

conditions plays a crucial role. However, when the reasoning is

transposed to vapor bubble formation, it could not explain the
easured value of superheat, since it would require strongly hy-

rophobic surfaces to repel water molecule far from the surface

nd to create these unstable films. MD simulations by Kimura and

aruyama (2002) addressed this problem and do not confirm the

ucleation scenario proposed by Majumdar. 

These observations open questions and call for new paradigms

nd mechanistic models in order to gain a better understanding of

he complex phenomena occurring during nucleation and boiling.

ith the increase of computational power and the recent develop-

ent of more accurate multiphase flow models, numerical simula-

ions are becoming an extremely valuable and effective tool for the

nalysis of boiling ( Dhir et al., 2013 ). However, among the three

odes of boiling (nucleate, transition and film boiling) film boil-

ng is the most suitable for this kind of analysis due to the pres-

nce of the two-phase flow from the very initial condition. Most of

he numerical techniques addressing boiling, in fact, requires that

ubbles or a vapor film are patched inside the liquid system when

he simulation starts. Lee and Nydahl (1989) initialized the system

ith a bubble of radius 2 μm in contact with the hot surface and

ollowed the bubble growth up to its departure. A similar approach

as been used also in Patil and Prusa (1991) . An improvement has

een possible with the advent of the numerical tracking methods.

n particular, Welch (1998) adapted a front tracking technique to

ope with the additional difficulties posed by the vapor bubble

rowth problem. One major issue is that the interface is not sim-

ly advected by the fluid velocity, since the evaporation produces

 velocity jump between the liquid and the vapor phase. Another

oint is represented by the high resolution required close to the

nterface in order to accurately capture the thermal gradients and,

s a consequence, the correct mass transfer rate. Other possible ap-

roaches are represented by interface capturing techniques such as

he Level Set (LS) method modified to take into account the phase

hange at the liquid-vapor interface ( Son et al., 1999; Lee and

on, 2017 ). Another similar approach is the Volume of Fluid (VOF)

ethod which has been applied for the simulation of boiling heat

ransfer ( Kunkelmann and Stephan, 2009 ) and to characterize the

ubble growth and detachment in pool boiling ( Georgoulas et al.,

017 ). Many of these model divide the geometrical domain into

arts around a growing bubble using different transfer models

or the so-called micro- and macro- regions ( Son et al., 1999 ). In

ther cases they simplifies the problem assuming saturation con-

itions or thermodynamical equilibrium within the vapor bubble

 Welch, 1998 ). The Lattice Boltzmann approach has been proposed

o avoid these simplifying assumptions ( Hazi and Markus, 2009;

ong and Cheng, 2013 ), but introduces the requirement of a colli-

ion operator (the Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook is often chosen) and of

he interaction potential between the solid and the fluid to model

ettability. Furthermore, all the previously cited methods assume

ome closure relation to estimate the evaporating mass flux as

 function of the temperature gradient at the interface, the la-

ent heat of vaporization, and other parameters. In order to avoid

hese closure relations, a thermodynamically consistent modeling

f the two-phase flow has been proposed within the context of

he Diffuse Interface approach ( Liu et al., 2015 ). This methodology

escribes the liquid-vapor interface down to a nanometric length

cale and naturally embeds capillarity and phase change with the

ssociated latent heat. 

All these numerical studies contributed to increase our under-

tanding of the controlling parameters for bubble growth and de-

arture. However, they refer to the dynamics of the bubble growth

nes it has formed. The vapor nuclei need to be prescribed in-

tead of being captured by the solution, with the risk of altering

he nucleation rate and the nucleation site density. When dealing

ith boiling onset simulations the still open challenge is, instead,

o let the nuclei spontaneously appear, like it happens at the phase

hange inception, with a physically-grounded methodology captur-
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ng the proper statistical properties. At the moment, MD is the only

niversally trusted tool for such a task, but its enormous computa-

ional cost limits its use only to fundamental study ( Diemand et al.,

014 ), making it not viable for engineering-oriented simulations.

ecently a promising approach based on the coupling of Fluctuat-

ng Hydrodynamics Theory and Diffuse Interface modeling ( Gallo

t al., 2018; 2020 ) proved to be effective when dealing with bub-

le nucleation. Compared with MD simulations, this mesoscopic

pproach gives access to much larger systems at a much cheaper

omputational cost. Moreover it enables the spontaneous nucle-

tion of vapor bubbles in metastable quiescent liquid thanks to the

roper description of thermal fluctuations. 

The aim of the present work is to numerically analyze the boil-

ng inception phenomenon, addressing the detailed mechanisms

nderlying the vapor bubble formation and gaining new insights

or the surprisingly low superheat level measured in the experi-

ents on ultra-smooth surfaces. The Fluctuating Diffuse Interface

pproach will be extended to boiling conditions for this analysis.

he paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 the mathemati-

al model will be thoroughly described; Section 3 will be devoted

o the numerical and algorithmic aspects; In Section 4 the sim-

lations results will be analyzed and discussed; finally, the con-

lusions and a discussion on still open questions will be drawn in

ection 5 . 

. Mathematical model 

In this section the mathematical model exploited in this work

ill be reviewed. The description of the two–phase, vapor–liquid,

ystem is addressed through a diffuse interface approach. This

s particularly effective when dealing with fluid systems at sub-

icron scales, since it allows to capture the detailed properties of

 vapor–liquid interface, down to the molecular scale. Fluctuating

ydrodynamics theory is built upon the diffuse interface model-

ng in order to address thermal fluctuations in a continuum set-

ing. Fluctuations are the triggering mechanism for any nucleation

vent in metastable systems, hence it is crucial to properly model

hem in a thermodynamically consistent way. 

.1. The diffuse interface description of vapor–liquid systems 

The Diffuse Interface (DI) modeling of vapor–liquid systems

ates back to van der Waals (see the english translation by Rowl-

nson of his seminal work in Van der Waals, 1979 ), but could be

ephrased in a more modern language within the framework of

ensity Functional Theory ( Lutsko, 2011 ). This approach is able to

apture the steep, but continuous, density field variation occur-

ing at molecular scale across a vapor–liquid interface. As a re-

ult, capillary effects (i.e. the surface tension) naturally emerge

rom the modeling. This is one of the major differences with the

ore classical Gibbs-like approaches, where a sharp surface asso-

iated with a suitable energy density separates the two distinct

hases. When looking at the thermodynamic descriptions of the

wo–phase system, in particular the Helmholtz free energy expres-

ion, the differences are apparent: on one hand, the sharp inter-

ace approach provides a model explicitly in terms of the interface

rea, F = −p L V L − p V V V + γ A with the subscripts L, V indicating the

iquid and vapor phases, respectively, p the pressure, V the vol-

me, γ the surface tension and A the interface area; on the other

and the diffuse interface approach adopts a description in terms

f the spatially varying density and temperature fields, producing

 Helmholtz free energy functional 

 [ ρ, θ ] = 

∫ 
D 

[
f b (ρ(x ) , θ (x )) + 

λ

2 

| ∇ ρ| 2 
]

d V, (1)
here D is the entire fluid domain, ρ( x ) is the density field, θ ( x )

s the temperature field, f b is the classical bulk free energy den-

ity (per unit volume) of a homogeneous fluid at density ρ and

emperature θ , namely the Equation of State describing the ther-

odynamic properties of the specific fluid. Finally, the square gra-

ient term, multiplied by the so-called capillary coefficient λ, ener-

etically penalizes density spatial variations and, in particular, the

ormation of interfaces between two regions at different density

 Lutsko, 2011; Espanol, 2001; Jamet et al., 2001; Magaletti et al.,

015 ). The other thermodynamic properties are consistently ob-

ained through derivatives of the bulk free energy density, for ex-

mple the pressure p = ρ2 ∂ ( f b /ρ) /∂ ρ, or the entropy density s b =
∂ f b /∂ θ . In the diffuse interface approach the interfacial proper-

ies, namely the surface tension γ and the interface thickness ε,

irectly results from the choice of the Equation of State ( f b ( ρ , θ ))

nd of the coefficient λ (see Magaletti et al. (2016) for details) as: 

(θ ) = 

∫ ρsat 
L (θ ) 

ρsat 
V 

(θ ) 

√ 

2 λ
[
ω b (ρ, θ ) − ω b (ρ

sat 
V 

(θ ) , θ ) 
]

d ρ , (2) 

(θ ) = 

[
ρsat 

L (θ ) − ρsat 
V (θ ) 

]√ 

λ

2 

[
ω b ( ̄ρ) − ω b (ρ

sat 
V 

) 
] . (3) 

n the above equations ω b (ρ, θ ) = f b (ρ, θ ) − μb (ρ, θ ) ρ is the Lan-

au free energy density, μb (ρ, θ ) = ∂ f b /∂ ρ is the chemical po-

ential and ρsat 
V/L 

(θ ) are the temperature dependent vapor and liq-

id densities at saturation, respectively. Finally, in the interface

hickness expression, ρ̄ is the density where ω b achieves a local

aximum at fixed temperature, with ρsat 
V 

< ρ̄ < ρsat 
L 

. As shown in

allo et al. (2018) , once the Equation of State has been chosen, a

onstant value of λ is sufficient to reproduce the correct tempera-

ure dependence of the surface tension of the chosen fluid. 

Following the procedure of nonequilibrium thermodynamics 

 De Groot and Mazur, 2013 ), the description is straightforwardly

xtended to dynamic conditions. New stress and energy flux con-

ributions arise from the capillary term in the free energy func-

ional, Eq. (1) . As a result, a modified set of Navier–Stokes equa-

ions enforcing mass, momentum and energy conservations is ob-

ained ( Magaletti et al., 2016; Jamet et al., 2001 ): 

∂ρ

∂t 
+ ∇ · (ρu ) = 0 , 

∂ρu 

∂t 
+ ∇ · (ρu � u ) = ∇ · τ , (4) 

∂e 

∂t 
+ ∇ · (u e ) = ∇ · ( τ · u ) − ∇ · q , 

here u is the fluid velocity; 

= −p I + μ
(∇ u + ∇ u 

T ) − 2 

3 

μ∇ · u I + 

+ λ
(

1 

2 

| ∇ ρ| 2 + ρ∇ 

2 ρ
)

I − λ∇ ρ � ∇ ρ

s the stress tensor augmented with the diffused capillary stresses

in the second row), with μ the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (in

eneral, a function of both density and temperature); 

 = U b + 

1 

2 

ρ| u | 2 + 

λ

2 

| ∇ ρ| 2 

s the total energy density, with U b = f b + θs b the bulk internal en-

rgy density; finally 

 = −k ∇ θ + λρ∇ · u ∇ ρ

s the energy flux augmented with a capillarity term which adds

o the standard Fourier contribution, with k the thermal conductiv-

ty of the fluid (as for the viscosity, in general, a function of both

ensity and temperature). It’s worthwhile noticing that, at variance
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with other two–phase models, the diffuse interface approach al-

lows the description of both phases with the same fields. In other

words, it does not require the specification of two different veloc-

ity or density fields for the two distinct phases; the density field

itself allows to distinguish the regions with vapor from those with

liquid. 

2.2. Fluctuating hydrodynamics theory 

The DI approach is able to capture only some of the phenom-

ena occurring at the mesoscale level. The description provided by

the model is in fact deterministic, which is a good approxima-

tion when the focus is on the larger hydrodynamic scale (larger

than few microns at least) of the entire two–phase flow. Close

to the length scale of the interface, however, thermal fluctuations

become relevant requiring a stochastic description of the system

( Buff et al., 1965; Sanyal et al., 1991; Sides et al., 1999 ). The Fluc-

tuating Hydrodynamics (FH) theory, originally proposed by Lan-

dau and Lifshits (L&L) ( Landau and Lifshits, 1959 ) and later devel-

oped in several works such as ( Fox and Uhlenbeck, 1970; Español,

1998; Rubı and Mazur, 20 0 0; Sengers and de Zárate, 2007 ), intro-

duces thermal fluctuations in the continuum framework described

by the Navier–Stokes equations for simple fluids. L&L’s idea was

to treat the thermodynamic fluxes, namely, stress tensor and en-

ergy flux, as stochastic processes whose statistical properties can

be inferred by enforcing the fluctuation-dissipation balance (FDB).

Dissipation in fluids, in fact, can be seen as the macroscopic mani-

festation of the energy transfer arising from random molecular in-

teractions. As a consequence dissipation and fluctuations must be

linked together by a suitable FDB. The original L&L theory deals

with linear fluctuations around equilibrium states but the theory

has been generalized to linear fluctuations around non-equilibrium

steady states ( Tremblay et al., 1981 ). More recently FH has been

extended to capillary fluids ( Shang et al., 2011 ) to study the spin-

odal decomposition induced by thermal noise ( Chaudhri et al.,

2014 ), and was exploited to study interface fluctuations near the

contact line ( Belardinelli et al., 2016 ) and the nucleation of cavita-

tion bubbles ( Gallo et al., 2018; 2020 ). The application of the FDB

to unsteady non-equilibrium states is justified when a separation

of timescales between slow variables (the hydrodynamic conserved

variables, for example) and fast variables (positions and momenta

of the molecule constituting the fluid system) occurs. In nucle-

ation phenomena, for example, the typical waiting time to observe

the nucleation event is much longer than the molecular timescale,

hence the hydrodynamic variables are reasonably slower than the

molecular agitation. A rigorous derivation of the non-linear fluc-

tuating model, to be applied to unsteady non-equilibrium condi-

tions, has been proposed in ( Zubarev and Morozov, 1983; Español,

1998 ), within the framework of Fokker-Plank descriptions. Again,

the main assumption in the derivation is the clear separation of

timescales. 

Here we summarize the main aspects of the model and refer

the interested reader to Gallo et al. (2018) for the detailed deriva-

tion through the application of the FDB, and to Español (1998) for

the derivation via the Fokker-Plank description. The stochastic evo-

lution of the two–phase system is described by the conservation

laws in Eq. (4) supplemented with the stochastic forcing terms in

the momentum and energy equations: 

∂ρ

∂t 
+ ∇ · (ρu ) = 0 , 

∂ρu 

∂t 
+ ∇ · (ρu � u ) = ∇ · τ + ∇ · ˜ τ , (5)

∂e 

∂t 
+ ∇ · (u e ) = ∇ · [ ( τ + ˜ τ) · u ] + 

−∇ · ( q + ˜ q ) , 
here ˜ τ is the stochastic stress tensor, expressed in terms of a

elta-correlated white noise symmetric tensor η( x , t ), whose com-

onents are 

˜ i j = 

√ 

2 k B θμ
[ 
ηi j − δi j 

1 

3 

ηkk 

] 
, (6)

ith k B the Boltzmann constant, δij the Kronecker delta and with 

〈 ηi j (x , t) 〉 = 0 , 

 ηi j (x , t) ηi ′ j ′ (x 

′ , t ′ ) 〉 = 

(
δii ′ δ j j ′ + δ ji ′ δi j ′ 

)
δ(x − x 

′ ) δ(t − t ′ ) . 

imilarly ˜ q is the stochastic heat flux, expressed in terms of an-

ther delta-correlated white noise ζ( x , t ), with components 

˜ 
 i = 

√ 

2 k B θ2 k ζi , (7)

ith 

〈 ζi (x , t) 〉 = 0 , 

 ζi (x , t) ζi ′ (x 

′ , t ′ ) 〉 = δii ′ δ(x − x 

′ ) δ(t − t ′ ) . 

t’s worthwhile noticing that, as a result of the FDB, the above ex-

ressions of the stochastic fluxes are linked to the viscosity and the

hermal conductivity coefficients, which modulate the intensity of

he dissipation mechanisms in the fluid: the higher is the dissipa-

ion (large viscosity or large thermal conductivity), the larger is the

esulting stochastic forcing. 

One of the major feature of the set of stochastic equations,

qs. (5) , is its ability to sample the hydrodynamics fields fluc-

uations at equilibrium. The static correlation functions of a ther-

odynamic system in equilibrium can be evaluated from the en-

ropy deviation from its equilibrium value. It is possible to show

 Gallo et al., 2018 ) that for a capillary fluid described by the free

nergy functional in Eq. (1) , the density, velocity and temperature

re Gaussian random fields with the following equilibrium two-

oints, two-times, correlations: 

〈 ρ(x , t) ρ(x 

′ , t ′ ) 〉 = 

k B θeq 

4 πλ| x − x 

′ | δ(t − t ′ ) 

exp 

⎡ 

⎣ −| x − x 

′ | 
√ 

c 2 eq 

λρeq 

⎤ 

⎦ , (8)

 u (x , t) � u (x 

′ , t ′ ) 〉 = 

k B θeq 

ρeq 
I δ(x − x 

′ ) δ(t − t ′ ) , 

〈 θ (x , t) θ (x 

′ , t ′ ) 〉 = 

k B θ
2 
eq 

ρeq c v 
δ(x − x 

′ ) δ(t − t ′ ) . (8)

n the above equations the subscript eq refers to the equilibrium

roperties, x and x ′ are two points in the fluid domain, t and t ′ 
wo time instants, c 2 = ∂ p/∂ ρ| θ is the isothermal speed of sound,

nd c v is the specific heat capacity at constant volume. It worths

oticing that the exponential spatial correlation of density fluctu-

tions arise from the long range capillary interactions and is not

patially delta-correlated as usual in simple fluids ( De Zarate and

engers, 2006 ). 

.3. Boundary conditions for boiling problems 

The set of Eq. (5) has to be supplemented with suitable bound-

ry conditions to address the boiling phenomenon. In this work we

ill focus on saturated pool boiling conditions, where the liquid is

ept at saturation close to a heated surface. To enforce the satu-

ated ambient conditions, the temperature θ ext and the pressure

p ext = p sat (θext ) have to be prescribed at infinity, or more practi-

ally very far from the wall. On the wall the value of the heat

ux, q · n = q, is specified to constantly heat up the surface, and

he classical no-slip and impermeable condition, u = 0 , is assigned
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Fig. 1. Evolution of normalized density (blue curve) and temperature (red curve) 

variances during the thermal equilibration pre-process. Statistical equilibrium is 

reached after time t = 60 0 0 and the configuration at t = 10 0 0 0 has been used as 

initial condition for the subsequent boiling simulations. In the inset the phase dia- 

gram for the van der Waals equation of state is reported in the p − θ plane. Both 

the vapor-liquid saturation curve (red solid line) and the spinodal curves (blue 

dashed lines) are reported. The red dot corresponds to the saturation thermody- 

namic condition chosen for the present analysis, at θ = 0 . 9 , and the blue dot rep- 

resents the spinodal limit for bubble nucleation, at θ = θspin � 0 . 935 . (For interpre- 

tation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 
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or the velocity field. The DI model mathematically requires a con-

ition for the normal derivative of the density at the wall ( Jamet

t al., 2001; Seppecher, 2000 ). On a physical ground this condi-

ion is associated with the wetting properties of the solid surface,

amely the contact angle ( Thomas and McGaughey, 2007 ). In this

ork we will focus on neutrally wetting surfaces (i.e. 90 o contact

ngle) which is equivalent to prescribe a homogeneous Neumann

ondition on the density, ∂ ρ/∂ n = 0 . The effect of different wet-

abilities will be addressed in future works, by generalizing the

oundary prescription proposed by Cahn (1977) in the context of

he Cahn-Hilliard model. 

. Algorithms & solution techniques 

.1. Simulations setup 

The bulk thermodynamic properties of the fluid are here de-

cribed through the van der Waals Equation of State. It worths

oticing that the DI model could be exploited with more sophis-

icated equations that could better describe the properties of a

iven particular fluid of interest. For example, the Equation of

tate for a Lennard–Jones fluid ( Johnson et al., 1993 ) or for wa-

er ( Kestin et al., 1984 ) could be adopted. The van der Waals fluid,

owever, represents a good compromise attaining the crucial fea-

ures of a vapor–liquid system but with a low level of complexity. 

All quantities in the following text and in the figures are made

imensionless by using the critical properties of the fluid as refer-

nce values, as commonly done with the van der Waals equation

f state: p ∗ = p/p c , θ ∗ = θ/θc , ρ∗ = ρ/ρre f , x ∗ = x/L re f , t ∗ = t/t re f 

re the non-dimensional pressure, temperature, density, spatial co-

rdinate and time, respectively. Here we will refer to the critical

alues of water, whose critical pressure is p c = 22 MPa and whose

ritical temperature is θc = 647 K . The other reference values are

btained accordingly: the critical density is ρre f = 8 p c / (3 R w 

θc ) =
96 . 8 kg / m 

3 with R w 

= 461 . 5 J / (kg K) the specific gas constant of

ater, the reference length L re f = (k B θc /p c ) 1 / 3 = 0 . 74 nm , the refer-

nce velocity is V re f = (p c /ρre f ) 
1 / 2 = 334 . 8 m / s , the reference time

s t re f = L re f /V re f = 2 . 21 ps , and the reference heat flux is q re f =
p c V re f = 7 . 356 GW / m 

2 . The fitted laws for dynamic viscosity μ( ρ ,

) and thermal conductivity k ( ρ , θ ) proposed by the International

ssociation for the Properties of Water and Steam (IAPWS) in

estin et al. (1984) are also used, in order to mimic the density

nd temperature dependence of viscosity and thermal conductiv-

ty in water. Hereafter in the text and in the figures we will only

efer to the dimensionless quantities defined above, except when

xplicitly mentioned, and we will avoid the use of the symbol ∗

or the ease of notation. In dimensionless form the van der Waals

quation of State reads: 

f b (ρ, θ ) = 

8 θρ

3 δ
− 3 ρ2 + 

8 

3 

θρ log 

(
ρ

3 − ρ

)
, (9)

here δ = R w 

/c v , with c v the specific heat at fixed volume, be-

ng 0 < δ ≤ 2/3, with δ = 2 / 3 for monoatomic fluids ( Zhao et al.,

011 ). Here δ = 0 . 112 is chosen to recover a realist specific heat

or water. Finally, the value of the capillary coefficient λ = 5 . 3 ×
0 −16 m 

7 / (s 2 kg) has been chosen in order to reproduce the surface

ension of water γ = 0 . 072 N / m at ambient temperature, through

q. (2) . The corresponding interface thickness obtained through

q. (3) is ε = 1 . 3 nm , comparable with the experimental value

= 1 nm measured via ellipsometry in ( Kinosita and Yokota, 1965 ).

hen increasing the temperature, the surface tension and the in-

erface thickness are expected to decrease and increase, respec-

ively. For example, at non-dimensional temperature θ = 0 . 9 , the

alues γ = 0 . 006 N / m and ε = 3 . 4 nm are obtained. 

The simulated system consists in a cubic domain, with length

 = 500 with a solid wall on the bottom boundary ( z = 0 ) and an
pen boundary in z = L where both the temperature and the pres-

ure are assigned. Non-reflecting boundary conditions are enforced

n the open boundary to avoid the reflection of the pressure waves

n the fluid domain ( Poinsot and Lele, 1992; Delgado-Buscalioni

nd Dejoan, 2008 ). Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in

 and y directions. The initial conditions correspond to a uniform

nd quiescent liquid at the saturation temperature θ0 = 0 . 9 , p 0 =
p sat (θ0 ) = 0 . 647 , ρ0 = ρLsat (θ0 ) = 1 . 657 . The system of equations,

qs. (5) , has been discretized in the spirit of the method of lines

ith the same numerical scheme already adopted and validated

n Gallo et al. (2018) . Briefly, a uniformly spaced staggered grid,

ith 100x100x100 cells, has been used to spatially discretize the

quations, following Balboa et al. (2012) . Due to staggering, scalar

elds, e.g., density, are located at the cell center, while components

f vector fields in a given direction are located at the center of

he perpendicular face. The time evolution has been performed by

eans of a second-order Runge-Kutta scheme ( Delong et al., 2013 ),

ith a constant timestep �t = 0 . 01 . 

Before starting the actual boiling simulations, a first pre-

rocessing step is performed for thermostatting the fluid, with the

hermal noise forcing the liquid system and producing the ther-

al fluctuations: the temperature θ = θ0 is applied on both bot-

om and top boundaries and the saturation pressure p = p 0 is ap-

lied only on the open boundary. The variance of temperature and

ensity fluctuations are monitored during the process and the sim-

lation is stopped when they reach a stable value, indicating that

he statistical equilibrium is reached. In Fig. 1 we report the evolu-

ion of normalized variances up to the statistical equilibrium con-

ition. The theoretical values for temperature and density vari-

nces in Eq. (8) are used to normalize the numerical values. At

quilibrium the fluctuations recover the theoretical variances with

n error lower than 2%, common in FH simulations ( Gallo et al.,

018 ). The statistical equilibrium configuration reached is used as

he initial condition for all the following boiling simulations. In

he inset of Fig. 1 we reported the phase diagram for the cho-

en van der Waals equation of state, in the p − θ plane. In par-

icular we highlighted the Clausius-Clapeyron, vapor-liquid, satura-
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tion curve (in solid red) and the two spinodal curves (dashed blue)

representing the thermodynamic limit for nucleation. The red dot

represents the saturation condition chosen for the simulations, at

θ = 0 . 9 , and the blue dot represents the spinodal limit for bub-

ble nucleation, at θ = θspin � 0 . 935 (also known as the bulk ther-

modynamic limit of superheat, far from the wall ( Carey, 2018 )).

The boiling onset would be expected in this range of metastable

conditions. The particular choice of the thermodynamic condition

here analyzed worths a further comment. Both FH theory and DI

model are extremely general and can be applied in principle in all

thermodynamic conditions, even closer to more realistic tempera-

tures in common experiments. However, their implementation in a

numerical scheme must cope with technical difficulties associated

with, for example, the huge vapor–liquid density ratio occurring at

lower temperatures. These technical complexities would not add

any crucial features to the physical description of the boiling in-

ception phenomenon, but would have considerably increased the

computational cost. Hence, the choice of the particular condition

θ = 0 . 9 where ρLsat / ρVsat � 4 is a non negligible but still manage-

able density ratio. 

The subsequent boiling simulations consist in a set of different

(statistically independent) runs where we applied the same con-

stant value of the heat flux, q , on the solid wall. In each of these

runs we used a different value of the seed employed to gener-

ate the random white noises in Eq.s ( 6,7 ). Each simulation hence

corresponds to a sample of the non-stationary stochastic process

leading to bubble inception. As opposed to the analysis of statisti-

cally stationary problems, where the ergodic hypothesis is widely

used to replace the proper ensemble average with a time average,

here the time dependent statistically relevant results are obtained

through the ensemble averages, at fixed time, over all the sam-

ple simulations performed. At each heat flux condition analyzed,

40 samples have been used to obtain well converged statistical re-

sults. 

3.2. Bubble detection algorithm 

The identification of the distinct bubbles in the code is based

on classical clustering algorithms. 1) The first step is a cell-flagging

procedure that selects the grid cells to be considered as vapor

based on the local density value. The critical density ρref is a

reasonable cut-off value, hence all the grid cells with a non-

dimensional density value ρ < 1 are flagged as vapor cells. 2) A

clustering technique based on a region growing procedure is ap-

plied to the flagged vapor cells. This approach examines neighbor-

ing cells of a given vapor cell and determines whether the neigh-

bors should be added to the aggregate. The process is iterated until

all the detected vapor cells have been clustered into distinct aggre-

gates. 3) The properties of each vapor aggregate is then evaluated.

As an example, the volume of the k th aggregate is obtained as the

sum of the flagged grid cell volumes composing the k th cluster. All

the aggregates constituted by a single vapor cell are disregarded

in the analysis since they would have introduced ambiguity in the

subsequent tracking procedure: in situations where a single vapor

cell is close to a larger aggregate at time t 1 and disappears at time

 1 + �t it is not possible to distinguish if the single-cell aggregate

merged with the larger one or if it has been reabsorbed in the

liquid phase while the larger aggregate grew by one cell. When

transposed to larger aggregates this ambiguity resolves since it is

very unlikely that a large aggregate is reabsorbed altogether dur-

ing a single timestep. Together with the volume we collected the

area of contact with the solid surface, the mean density and the

coordinates of the center of mass, for each vapor aggregate. The

technique proposed in Bai and Breen (2008) is exploited to cope

with the periodic boundary conditions in x and y directions for the

proper calculation of the center of mass. 
The detection algorithm is performed at each time instant. Fi-

ally a tracking procedure is applied to follow the time evolution

f each aggregate. Both the center of mass position and the radius

re used to correlate the vapor aggregates at two consecutive time

nstants. The procedure allows to obtain the complete trajectory in

pace and the size evolution of each vapor aggregate, but also to

dentify any possible coalescence event. 

. Results and discussions 

Fig. 2 shows some configurations of the vapor bubbles dur-

ng the boiling process with a constantly applied heat flux,

 = 0 . 01 . After a waiting period characterized by the appear-

nce/disappearance of small vapor embryos, the wall reaches a

uitable temperature that triggers the nucleation: fluctuations in

he liquid produce vapor regions large enough to overcome the ac-

ivation barrier and grow. The growth process is characterized by a

oupled expansion-coalescence mechanism (see the snapshots (c)

nd (d), for example) that leads to the formation of a vapor layer

ver the hot wall (snapshot (f)). 

Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of the temperature averaged

n the wall, 〈 θwall 〉 , with different heat flux values. At lower heat-

ng levels the wall will require a longer time to reach the nucle-

tion temperature and, consequently, the bubbles will appear at

ater times. After nucleation, the bubble growth process removes

nergy from the hot wall (due to the latent heat of evaporation)

nd the mean temperature decreases. At higher heat flux, when

 is comparable with the heat removal associated with the bub-

le growth, this temperature decrease is reduced. Since the sys-

em analyzed here is small, a vapor layer forms when all the

ubbles have coalesced together, sort of insulating the wall (see

ig. 2 (f)). This is the reason why the wall temperature starts in-

reasing again, in all the cases analyzed. The curves in Fig. 3 al-

ow to detect the onset temperature of boiling (i.e. the nucleation

emperature), θ ons , as the wall mean temperature when the first

ocal maximum is reached. Please notice that this definition dif-

ers from those based on thermodynamic and kinetic reasonings,

or example those defined within the Classical Nucleation Theory

 Carey, 2018 ), or those based on the cavity theory ( Hsu, 1962 ). In

act, both these theories relate to the knowledge of the critical em-

ryo dimension as a function of superheat and defect dimensions

n the surface. Moreover they apply to idealized nucleation con-

itions of isolated and non-interacting bubbles and do not take

nto account any dynamical effect. As discussed in the introduc-

ion, on ideally smooth surfaces these theories would produce ex-

ected nucleation temperature close to the spinodal temperature.

n the contrary experiments showed that even on ultra-smooth

urfaces, with surface roughness on the nanometer scale, the tem-

erature of boiling incipience is extremely lower than the expected

heoretical value ( Bourdon et al., 2012 ). Being based on an average

emperature on the surface, the operative definition adopted here

s closer to what is available from experiments, where the sensor

verages the information on a larger length scale (compared to the

ano-micro meter scale of the single critical embryo) and where

he onset temperature is associated to the optical detection of a

ubble whose dimension is orders of magnitude larger than the

ritical embryo. Moreover the definition here adopted takes into

ccount the complex boiling phenomenon in its entirety, being the

esult of the interaction between all the growing bubbles. In all

he heating level conditions here analyzed the nucleation temper-

ture is lower with respect to the spinodal temperature (in these

onditions θ spin � 0.935). Moreover θ ons increases together with the

rovided heat flux (see the inset of Fig. 3 ), a dependence which

s impossible to predict with a static approach such as the CNT.

e correlated the available data and a power law properly fit the

imulations results. This could allow to extrapolate the nucleation
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Fig. 2. Vapor bubble evolution during nucleate boiling with the heat flux q = 0 . 01 . The figures refer to one sample randomly extracted from the set of different simulations 

in the same condition. Letters from (a) to (f) represent the time instants: (a) t = 16500 , (b) t = 17500 , (c) t = 180 0 0 , (d) t = 190 0 0 , (e) t = 20 0 0 0 , (f) t = 24500 . 
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emperature at typical experimental heat flux values (smaller q ).

n fact, typical values of few MW/m 

2 correspond to non dimen-

ional q values on the order of 10 −4 − 10 −3 . Simulations at such

mall values are hardly affordable even with this technique, since

t would require too much time to observe the nucleation. 

To substantiate more on the heat removal effect due to bubble

rowth, we plot in Fig. 4 a comparison between the input power

 in = qA, with A the area of the heated surface, and the estimated

ower required for phase change, W pc . This power is evaluated as

 pc = 

˙ M v ap �, with 

˙ M v ap the time derivative of the mass of vapor

n the system, and � the latent heat of evaporation at temperature

= 0 . 92 , close to the wall mean temperature at nucleation. It is

orth noticing that the choice of a representative homogeneous

emperature close to the nucleation temperature is enough for the

urpose of this estimate notwithstanding the actual temperature

s non-homogeneous both in space and in time. In the plot the

rey area represents the time interval when the mean tempera-

ure of the system (plotted with the black curve) decreases, and

lmost corresponds to the region where W pc > W in , confirming that

he temperature reduction is due to the evaporation process. In

ig. 4 we analyzed two different values of the heat flux, q = 0 . 01

n the left and q = 0 . 02 on the right, and we obtained similar re-

ults in both conditions. By comparing the level of W pc in the two

lots we observe that the vapor formation is more impulsive at

igher heat flux values, as expected. 

A more microscopic analysis of the boiling onset process can be

erformed by tracking the dynamics of each single vapor aggre-

ate. In the following we will adopt the classical nomenclature in

he field of bubble nucleation to distinguish the different vapor ag-

regates as a function of their size: we will refer to embryos when

he aggregate is small, more precisely smaller than the critical size
o be defined later in this section; we instead call them bubbles

hen they are larger than the critical size. By following each em-

ryo it is possible to distinguish those fluctuations that actually

ead to the formation of a bubble, from those which are not intense

nough and do not trigger the evaporation. This kind of analysis

s formalized, in the more general context of activated processes,

fter the introduction of the concepts of reaction coordinate, iso-

ommittor surface and transition state ( Weinan et al., 2005 ), see

ppendix A for details. When applied to boiling onset, the most

idely used reaction coordinate is the embryo radius and the tran-

ition state corresponds to the critical radius, R c . CNT, for exam-

le, determines the critical radius based on energy considerations

nly, neglecting any dynamical effect and any bubble-bubble in-

eraction, which have been proved crucial, instead ( Marchio et al.,

019; Gallo et al., 2018 ). Our numerical experiments, on the con-

rary, take all these effects under consideration and allows a more

etailed analysis of the entire transition process. By following the

rocedure described in Appendix A , the transition probability asso-

iated with each bubble dimension has been evaluated and plotted

n Fig. 5 , for the case with the heat flux q = 0 . 01 . As expected, only

 small part of those bubbles that reach small radius values dur-

ng their dynamics are able to reach large dimensions at the late

tage of the process. Most of them, in fact, are “re-absorbed” in

he liquid phase and disappear. The transition state is determined

s the radius associated with 50% probability of transition, result-

ng in R c = 5 . 9 by linearly interpolating the available data. Inter-

stingly, the analysis evidences the importance of the coalescence

vents on the success rate of evaporation: almost two thirds of

he reactive trajectories belong to bubbles that experienced merg-

ng events during their dynamics. Coalescence, in fact, even be-

ween two very small embryos, extends the life of the vapor re-
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of the mean wall temperature at different heat flux values. 

The first local maximum corresponds to the appearance of the first large vapor clus- 

ters, and represents the nucleation temperature, θ ons . The symbols and the letters 

superimposed on the blue curve ( q = 0 . 01 ) corresponds to the snapshots shown in 

Fig. 2 . The inset reports the onset temperature as a function of the heat flux, with 

the red square symbols. A power law properly fit the results, with the coefficient 

A = 2 . 926 ∗ 10 −3 and B = 0 . 935 . (For interpretation of the references to color in this 

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. Comparison of the input power W in (constant red line) and the estimated 

power required for evaporation W pc (solid blue curve), see text for definitions. The 

left panel corresponds to the case with q = 0 . 01 ; the right panel to q = 0 . 02 . In both 

the panels, the grey area represents the time interval during which the mean tem- 

perature of the system (plotted with the light black curve) decreases, and almost 

corresponds to the region with W pc > W in . (For interpretation of the references to 

color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Transition probability as a function of the embryo radius in the case q = 

0 . 01 . Among the reactive trajectories, those bubbles that do not experience any co- 

alescence event during their dynamics are reported in dark green in the area chart. 

The percentage of those who merged with other bubbles at least once, is reported 

in light green. The effective critical radius, R c = 5 . 9 , is associated with a transition 

probability of 50%. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure leg- 

end, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 1 

Measured effective critical radius, R c , obtained with the 50% 

transition probability criterion, at different heat flux condi- 

tions. The table also compares the different boiling onset tem- 

perature definitions: θRc is the wall mean temperature mea- 

sured when the first supercritical bubble appears in the sys- 

tem; θ ons is the measured wall mean temperature when the 

first local temperature maximum is reached; θCNT is the es- 

timated CNT onset temperature when using R c as the critical 

radius. All the temperature values are re-expressed in terms 

of relative superheat. 

q R c 
θRc − θsat 

θspin − θsat 

θons − θsat 

θspin − θsat 

θCNT − θsat 

θspin − θsat 

0.005 6.4 0.611 0.611 0.805 

0.01 5.9 0.646 0.657 0.85 

0.02 5.45 0.646 0.696 0.89 

0.04 5.12 0.68 0.752 0.92 
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gion and increases the probability to experience a more intense

fluctuation that eventually drives the system to locally evaporate.

The results at different values of the heat flux are summarized in

Tab. 1 , where the wall mean temperature at the time instant of

the first appearance of a supercritical bubble ( R > R c ), θRc , is com-

pared with the onset temperature θ ons defined above and in Fig. 3 ,

and with the onset temperature predicted by CNT, θCNT , when us-

ing the measured value of R c as the critical radius in the theory.

The results, expressed in terms of the relative superheat defined

as (θ − θsat ) / (θspin − θsat ) , apparently show the overestimated pre-

diction provided by the CNT. Moreover the simulations show that
he different values of q influence the effective critical radius: at

igher heat fluxes the boiling process is activated by smaller em-

ryos but larger wall temperature. This point could be thought as a

esult of the different velocity of the boiling phenomenon induced

y the different values of the heat flux. At higher q the wall is

eated faster and the vapor embryos have less time to grow by

andom fluctuations, hence a larger temperature is reached with

he embryos still of small size. On the contrary, at lower heat

uxes, the wall temperature increases slowly compared to the time

equired for a fluctuation to produce a larger embryo; in this con-

ition more embryos of larger size can populate the surface before

ventually boil. 

The proposed numerical technique allows also the evaluation

f the bubble spatial distribution on the wall, thanks to the large

umber of nucleation events occurring simultaneously in the ex-

ended simulated domain. The hypothesis exploited in the CNT,

here the nucleation event is rare enough to be considered as

n isolated process, would lead to a uniform spatial distribution

f the nucleated bubbles. At variance with this expectation, a

ifferent nucleation mechanism has been proposed in Uline and

orti (2007) who described the bubble formation as an activated

nstability : vapor embryos surmounting the free energy barrier ini-

iate a local instability that trigger new phase transitions in the
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Fig. 6. Radial distribution function at different time instants, in the case with heat 

flux q = 0 . 01 . Each rdf is the average of the distribution of the different sam ples, 

at fixed time. The solid blue curve is the rdf calculated using the gap between the 

bubble surfaces (read the text for the definition); the dashed grey line at rdf = 1 

represents the case of homogeneously distributed bubbles as a reference. The two 

insets represent a top view of the bubble configurations, with the blue dots corre- 

sponding to the different vapor embryos, where bubble clustering effect is apparent. 

The size of the dots is reported with the correct proportion between bubble radius 

and wall size. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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eighboring liquid. This would produce regions of clustered nucle-

ted bubbles, alternated to regions without nucleation events. One

f the technical tools to quantify how the bubbles are spatially dis-

ributed is the radial distribution function (rdf), g ( r ). As common in

tatistical mechanics for a system of particles, the rdf is here used

o measure how the density of vapor bubbles varies as a function

f the distance from a reference embryo. If n = N/A is the average

umber density of embryos on the wall (with N the total number

f embryos and A the solid surface area), ng ( r ) represents the local

ensity at distance r . As a consequence, the distribution is uniform

f g(r) = 1 for every r , while it measures spatial inhomogeneities

hen g ( r ) 	 = 1. In particular g ( r ) > 1 corresponds to region of clus-

ered bubbles. From the operative standpoint, at any given config-

ration we applied the algorithm for the vapor embryo detection

s explained in Section 3.2 and we measured the area of contact

ith the wall for each embryo, A i , and the coordinate of its cen-

er of mass, C i = (x i , y i ) . The rdf is then determined by calculating

he distance between all embryo pairs, binning these values into

 histogram with bin length �r , and normalizing with the area of

he shell 2 π r �r and with the average density n . As a measure of

he embryo pairs distance we here used the gap between the bub-

le surfaces instead of the center-center euclidean distance, since

he bubble size is also important in the definition of neighboring

ubbles: 

 i j = r i j − (R i + R j ) , (10)

ith R i = (A i /π ) 1 / 2 the radius of the i th vapor embryo and 

 i j = 

{ [
min (| x i − x j | , | (L − | x i − x j | ) | 

]2 + (11) 

+ 

[
min (| y i − y j | , | (L − | y i − y j | ) | 

]2 
} 1 / 2 

he center-center euclidean distance which takes into account the

eriodic boundary conditions applied in x and y directions. The

on-stationarity of the phenomenon complicates the evaluation,

ince the actual rdf, g ( r, t ), is also time dependent. Moreover, given

he finite size of the simulated system, the number of bubble pairs

t each time instant is not large enough to obtain statistical mean-

ngful results, in particular at the beginning of the nucleation pro-

ess when the number of bubbles is small. However, as discussed

n Section 3.1 , we performed several statistical independent simu-

ations with the same initial and boundary conditions (same value

f the heat flux) and with different seeds for the random number

eneration of the stochastic forcing, in order to properly sample

he statistical properties of the dynamical system. We then eval-

ated the rdf in each sample, g s ( r, t ), at the different times and

nally performed an ensemble average, g(r, t) = 〈 g s (r, t) 〉 . The re-

ulting rdf, in the case with heat flux q = 0 . 01 , is shown in Fig. 6

t two different times during the first stage of the nucleation pro-

ess. The rdf at both times shows a pick ( g ( r ) > 1) at small dis-

ances, suggesting that the vapor embryos tend to appear close to

ach other with a higher probability, in line with a description of

he process as an activated instability. This pick is more apparent

t later times ( t = 170 0 0 in the figure), when some of the embryos

re larger than the critical dimension. The inset in the first row

f Fig. 6 (at time t = 150 0 0 ) shows one of the configuration, ran-

omly extracted among the different sam ples, with all the vapor

mbryos mainly confined in a small portion of the hot surface. As

he time increases and the bubbles grow, the pick in the rdf is even

ore apparent from the bubble distribution exemplified in the in-

et ( t = 170 0 0 ). 

The rdf is also indirectly related to the probability of coales-

ence between the bubbles: highly clustered embryos would en-

ance the chances of collisions, hence substantiating the results of

he transition probability discussed in Fig. 5 . Similar results are ob-

ained with all the heat fluxes here analyzed. 
. Conclusions 

A numerical investigation of the boiling inception on an ide-

lly smooth surface has been conducted exploiting the Fluctuating

iffuse Interface approach. The analysis evidenced the role of sub-

ritical embryos interaction to enhance bubble nucleation: small

apor embryos are able to survive longer than expected thanks to

oalescence events with neighboring embryos. Their longer life-

ime increases the probability of experiencing the rare intense

hermal fluctuations that triggers the actual bubble formation and

he boiling onset. This interaction mechanism is able to support

he experimental evidence of very low onset superheat level on

ltra-smooth surfaces. In fact, substantially lower superheat, with

espect to previous theoretical predictions, have been measured in

he present numerical simulations. The formation of bubble clus-

ers have also observed, reinforcing the role of bubble–bubble in-

eractions during the boiling inception process. Moreover the dy-

amical effect induced by the different values of the heat flux, also

lays a role in determining the onset temperature: the faster is

he process (at higher value of the heat flux) the less effective is

he fluctuation-induced mechanism, since the more intense ther-

al forcing is able to trigger the boiling at higher wall tempera-

ures. 

From the numerical perspective, despite the substantial reduc-

ion of computational cost when compared with MD simulations,

he proposed methodology still requires strong improvement in or-

er to be further pushed towards the analysis of more application-

riented conditions. As discussed in Section 3 , the model is general

nd robust enough to be applied to different fluids and different

hermodynamic conditions, but its implementation in a numerical

cheme should address technical difficulties like dealing with high

ensity ratio, or coping with positivity preserving and numerical

tability issues associated with fluctuations in vapor at very low

ensities ( Russo et al., 2019 ). 
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Finally, the proposed approach proved to be effective in deal-

ing with nucleation processes. At variance with most of the avail-

able numerical techniques, where nucleii of the new phase must

be patched as initial conditions for the simulations, the Fluctu-

ating Diffuse Interface allows to capture the spontaneous appear-

ance, and the successive growth, of vapor bubbles on the hot sur-

face, thanks to the proper description of thermal fluctuations. This

could open new routes for the numerical analysis of more general

phase change phenomena. 
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Appendix A. Statistical tools for the analysis of activated 

processes 

Activated processes such as phase transitions, chemical reac-

tions, wetting and recovery of textured surfaces, or conformational

changes of proteins are stochastic processes that drive a system

from a stable state A to another stable state B (with A and B repre-

senting two local minima of the energy landscape describing the

system). During the transition from A to B the system needs to

surmount an energy barrier. Pictorially, the energy landscape could

be imagined as a mountain landscape, with two valleys separated

by a mountain pass: the valleys are the two stable states A and

B , while the mountain pass represents the transition state T , the

easiest way to go through the mountain although at a higher level

with respect to the valleys. From a dynamical point of view a spon-

taneous transition is very unlikely: thermal fluctuations allow the

system to randomly explore the neighborhood of the initial state A ,

but it would be improbable that a fluctuation will lead it through

the state B . The probability of reaching T , and from there transition

to B , exponentially decreases with the increase of the energy bar-

rier (as in the Arrhenius law). This is the reason why these events

are called rare events . 

In order to quantitatively analyze these stochastic processes, it

is instrumental to introduce the concepts of reaction coordinate

and isocommittor surface ( Weinan et al., 2005; Bolhuis et al., 2002;

Allen et al., 2006; Giacomello et al., 2015 ). The reaction coordinates

are general quantities that allow the description of the transition

progress from A to B . Each vector value of the reaction coordinates

can be associated with the probability to reach the final state B .

An isocommittor surface is an isoprobability surface in the con-

figuration space (the space of the chosen reaction coordinates); in

other words, a trajectory launched from any point on one of these
urfaces has the same probability to reach the state B . The tran-

ition states are defined as those configurations on the isocom-

ittor surface with 50% probability of transition. In fact, being the

ransition state a saddle point, when the system is exactly at state

 it has half the chances to come back to A , and the other half

o get to B . The 50% surface formally delimits the configurations

hat unlikely lead to the state B , from those with a high success

ate. The mechanism underlaying the transition can be deduced

y following the paths that lead to the transition events ( reactive

rajectories ). 

When dealing with bubble nucleation (both homogeneous and

eterogeneous) the most widely used reaction coordinate is the

ubble radius, and the transition state corresponds to the critical

adius, as depicted within the CNT ( Blander and Katz, 1975; Ward

t al., 1983; Debenedetti, 1996; Kashchiev, 20 0 0 ), associated with

he maximum of the system free energy. A trajectory in the phase

pace of bubble radius is said to be reactive when the vapor em-

ryo reaches the critical size and successively grows indefinitely

or practically, reaches a very large size). The CNT provides an esti-

ate of the critical radius based on energy reasonings only, whilst

iquid inertia ( Marchio et al., 2019 ) and bubble-bubble interactions

 Gallo et al., 2018 ) have been proved to affect the mechanism and

he probability of transition. 

The FDI model proposed here allows the tracking of each em-

ryo during the dynamical process, enabling the collection of sev-

ral trajectories, namely, the time evolutions of the embryos radius.

he isocommittor surfaces are then evaluated by associating each

adius value with the probability to reach the “nucleated” state

i.e., a very large size). In other words, the ratio between the num-

er of reactive trajectories and the total number of bubbles that

each a threshold value ˆ R , at least at one time instant during their

volution, is calculated. This transition probability evaluation is re-

terated for different ˆ R : a large number of bubbles is expected to

each low values of ˆ R but, among them, only few will eventually

ransition and grow indefinitely (committor with low probability);

n the contrary, larger values of ˆ R will be reached by fewer bub-

les and most of them will also reach the nucleated state (com-

ittor with high probability). The radius associated with 50% tran-

ition probability is the effective critical radius, representing the

ransition state. At variance with the classical exploitation of this

ethodology, where each trajectory is independent one from each

ther, here the bubble–bubble coalescence events make the analy-

is more complex. Particular care must be devoted to the counting

f reactive trajectories: if the bubble B 1 has a reactive trajectory

nd, during its dynamics merges with the bubble B 2 , the single

rajectory that reaches the final nucleated state counts as two reac-

ive trajectories, since it originates from two initially independent

ubbles. 
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